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DIE CREW

Astronauts in front of the diamond ring of a 
solar eclipse, a rather neutral title and a note 
on the backside announcing a cooperative 
tricking game? Excuse me? Cooperation 
and trick-taking? Sounds like a contradic-
tion.
But this contradiction turns out to be a sen-
sational game with lots of spiffy game play 
and fun, offering unexpected and surpris-
ing effects.

40 cards - 1-9 in four colors plus four rocket 
cards 1-4, are dealt evenly to all players. 
Together, players select a mission from the 
50 offered in the log; it is of course recom-
mended to begin with Mission 1, but you 
need not play the missions in sequence. 
For a mission, you usually lay out the stated 
number of task cards; the player holding 

the #4 rocket card is the commander of the 
mission and, if there is more than one task 
card, selects one first. Then all other play-
ers in turn select one task each in clockwise 
direction, until all tasks are taken; therefore, 
players can have different numbers of tasks 
to meet. Of course, you try to select tasks 
that are best suited to your hand of cards. In 
some missions, there are also task markers 
that must be assigned to tasks; they all re-
late to the moment in the mission when the 
task must be met - for instance, sometime 
after the task with the next-lower mark, first, 
last, etc. 

The game is best explained with examples.
Say, we have two tasks, one of the players 
must take a trick with the green 2 in it, an-
other player a trick with the yellow 6 in it. 

The commander leads, you must follow suit 
but need not trick; rockets are trump and 
trick any color. Anytime before a trick, but 
not during a trick, you can use your radio 
token to give information about one card 

in your hand. You put down the card open-
faced and put the token on it - in the middle 
of the top edge if the card is your highest of 
the color, in the middle of the bottom edge 
if the card is your lowest and in the middle 
of the card if the card is your only one of 
this color. You can play this card anytime in 
your turn and take a reminder card in hand, 
which you discard when playing the card 
from the table. Any other communication 
about cards is not allowed and you cannot 
use the radio token with a rocket card! If the 
status of the communicated card changes - 
the highest card in hand might become the 
only card in hand - you CANNOT change the 
position of the radio token.

MAKE A JOURNEY TOGETHER TO THE 9TH PLANET

DIE CREW
A COOPERATIVE TRICK-TAKING CARD GAME

A sensational card game in the class of Wizard or 
Tichu, a surprising challenge for cooperation with 
out communication, offering a lot of replay value.

Dagmar, Maria & Walter
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DIE CREW / MY LINES FOR WIN

My lines for WIN 
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

We are happy to present the latest issue of 
WIN, 533/534, offering a review of one of the 
highlights of Spiel at Essen, Die Crew, the win-
ner of the Fiarplay Scoutaktion and sold out at 
the publister’s booth on Saturday-
The 33nd  edition of our Games Compen-
dium is again full of content and most infor-
mative, we can present 742 games from 106 
publishers worldwide, of course we publish 
again in a German and an English edition and 
free for download at 
http://www.gamescompanion.at.

More important news: Österreichisches 
Spiele Museum will go - via the Institute 
für Ludologie - to Spielewelt, a project that 
is currently being established at Residenz-
schlosss Altenburg in Thüringen and will, as 
Sammlung de Cassan, together with the 
collection of playing cards and the playing 
card museum already established there, form 
the biggest International Games Museum, in 
a town that is home to a tradition of 500 years 
of playing card production.

Current issues of win can be found on 
http://www.gamesjournal.at 
and for Games Companion Game by Game 
see
http:// www.gamescompanion.at.

INFORMATION
Designer: Thomas Sing
Artist: Marco Armbruster
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

Cooperative trick-taking
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Ingeniously mixed standard mechanisms 
* Challenging and lots of fun * Simple core 
rules

Compares to:
Wizard, Tichu

Other editions:
Currently none

EVALUATION

M
y 

ra
ti

ng
:

PLAYERS:
2-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:
20+

There are also missions without task cards 
being used, for instance „you can only com-
municate with radio tokens after the third 
trick” or “the commander must take the first 
and last trick and at no time during the mis-
sion may a player have two tricks more than 
any other player”. The game also features 
one emergency token, which must be used 
after task cards have been taken but before 
any use of radio tokens - each player gives 
one card to his neighbor, left or right, but 
all in the same direction. Rocket cards must 
not be handed over. When the signal token 
was used, it remains active till the end of the 
mission, even if the mission fails and you 
have to play the same mission again.

You can play missions as a campaign and 
make a not of the number of tries you need-
ed to complete each mission, or select any 
mission you want to try.

And now I have reached the limits of what 
a written review can communicate - I wish 
I could let you experience the fun, the chal-
lenge or the thrill in wondering if my friends 
have understood what I want to tell them 
with “this is my only yellow card”. Missions 
are fantastically varied, there is even one 
without task cards in which the commander 
asks his crew members about their health, 
they can only answer “good” or “bad” de-
pending on their hand of cards; based on 

those answers only, the commander must 
select a crew member that is ill and must 
finish the mission without having taken a 
trick.
A creative use of trick-taking, offering a 
broad variety of missions; lots of fun to play 
and needs subtle communication to ensure 
success of cooperation. Not for nothing, the 
game topped the Fairplay Scout action at 
Spiel ’19. þ

Dagmar de Cassan with Maria & Walter 
Schranz
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REYKHOLT

The name Uwe Rosenberg probably con-
jures up, for nearly all experienced play-
ers, a vision of complex development and 
worker placement games, who quite often 
challenge gamers for a whole evening. 
Reykholt however, is a Rosenberg creation 
that is fairly quick and fairly simple. He did, 
however, remain with his main topic: Reyk-
holt, like so many of his other games, fea-
tures an agricultural topic - cultivating veg-
etables, this time far up north, in Iceland!

In Reykholt, players are vegetable farmers 
and use them to prepare dishes for tour-
ists; each tourist demands a certain kind of 
vegetables in varying amounts. Tourists sit 
at a given chain of tables and want to con-
sume our vegetables there. Vegetables on 
demand at a table are pre-set and known 
from the start of the game. There is no vari-
ation in that part of the game, arrangement 
and demands at the tables are always the 
same - each table demands only one type 
of vegetables in a given amount. You can 
even discern a certain pattern, obviously 
tourists are willing to sit down in orderly 
queues, and, most interesting, less hungry 

wants are being served before the hungrier 
ones. At the first five tables you have tour-
ists that only want one kind of vegetable, 
the next five tables want two types, and so 
on. A concept, that might work in Iceland, 
caterers in locations further down south 
are rather strongly advised against it.

So, the chain of tables runs along the edge 
of the board on the central game boards, 
ending with tables that demand six differ-
ent types of vegetables. This chain of tables 
must now be serviced by each player, one 
table after the other, and, at the end, the 
winner will be the player who was able to 
serve most tables with his vegetables. Thus, 
Reykholt also has a distinct flavor of a rac-
ing game, as you as a player are trying not 
to fall back but to deal with the tables in 
leading position. After all, you are perma-
nently reminded of the position in which 
you find yourself, but we warned, the strat-
egy of trying to be always in first place can 
turn out to be fatal in the final round.

The topic in Reykholt are vegetables and 
mushrooms, for easier handling summa-

rized under vegetables from now on. We 
cultivate five different types of vegetables 
- salad, tomatoes, carrots, cauliflower and 
mushrooms, and want to sell them to tour-
ists. Those vegetables come in the guise of 
lovely cut-out wooden parts and contrib-
ute much to a realistic flair of the game. 
Vegetables can be bought during play, 
but it is better to plant it yourself and then 
harvest, because this is the only way to in-
crease amounts so that you avoid having 
to buy again and again.

To enable you to harvest your own veg-
etables, you need hothouses for planting. 
Of course, you have to own the respective 
vegetable to be able to plant something 
at all. For all those actions and a few more 
options, you use worker placement action 
slots on the central board. Each player com-
mands three workers of identical value. 
Action slots are arranged in four columns, 
featuring five or six actions slots in relation 
to player numbers. In each column, action 
options are similar in the individual slots - 
for instance, in the real estate column you 
mainly get hothouses.

TOURISM FOR VEGETARIANS

REYKHOLT
RACING TO CULTIVATING VEGETABLES

Worker placement with simple rules and yet a 
variety of action options, with a usually relatively 
even game flow and similar game play in individual 
games.

Bernhard Czermak
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REYKHOLT / GABIS

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS

STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can 
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The 
color accompanying each game title represents the USER 
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number 
of players.  
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 
10 features of a game.

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the 
head line)

Kinder: 
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play 
in a guiding function.
Familien: 
Children and parents play together, all have the same 
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:  
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:  
Games with special demands on rules and playing time. 
Especially for game geeks

Please note for the user groups Children, Family and 
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their 
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not 
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, 
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games 
always depends on your playing partners and your fun 
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 play-
ers or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a 
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. 
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding 
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in 
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the 
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted 
preference.

Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present 
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important 
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential

 Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of 
random generator

 Tactics: 
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on 
one move

 Strategy: 
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several 
moves

 Creativity: 
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other 
creative efforts   

 Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory

 Memory: 
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory

 Communication: 
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform

 Interaction: 
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction

 Dexterity
Motor skills

 Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is 
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or 
are included in the game, often even more translations can 
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-
dependent components that cannot be played without 
translation or knowledge of the language

Action slots can only be occupied by one 
worker in each round. Some of the action 
slots are marked with a flag; on those slots, 
an individual player may only occupy one 
per column in each round - this avoids the 
blocking of important slots of similar func-
tions by the same player - an important 
mechanism in a game that lasts a manage-
able number of rounds.
Hothouses themselves are represented 
by cards featuring a certain number of 
free storage slots for vegetables. You can 
only plant one type of vegetable in a hot-
house. Hothouses are available with three 
to six storage slots and are only available 
in limited numbers. Only hothouses with 
three slots allow you to plant any type of 
vegetables; in other hothouses there are 
restrictions - carrots, for instance, cannot 
be planted in hothouses with more than 
three slots.

Besides the already mentioned action op-
tion of receiving a hothouse, there are ac-
tions to receive various types of vegetables, 
action slots to plant and harvest and slots 
in the town hall column. Actions in this col-
umn enable you to move to the next table 
by discarding your own hothouses instead 
of paying with vegetables. This feature is of 
importance towards the end of the game. 
The town hall also features a slot for receiv-
ing a service card. Those cards give advan-
tages during the game, and are primarily of 
use for their owner, but can also be used by 
his neighbors after being activated once. 
Out of 36 service cards, only five are used 
in an individual game.

A game of Reykholt can be played by up 
to four players and is played over exactly 
seven rounds, unless you play the story 
mode comprising eight rounds. Each of 

those seven rounds has four phases: Dur-
ing Work Time, workers are placed; during 
Harvest Time you harvest your hothouses; 
the harvested vegetables are delivered to 
tables in Tourism Time and, finally, workers 
return home during Homecoming Time, 
which a change of starting player to the 
left neighbor of the current starting player. 
Players begin with their token in position 
in front of the first table in the chain on the 
central board.
The starting player begins the round with 
Work Time. He places a worker on an empty 
slot on the board and immediately resolves 
the respective action. Many action slots of-
fer several actions. You need not resolve all 
actions offered by a slot, but must at least 
resolve one, others can be left unresolved. 
In turn, players place one worker until all 
workers have been placed. With those 
placements, you take hothouses, transfer 
vegetables from the market to your stor-
age facility or plant vegetables from your 
storage facility into your hothouses or use 
the actions of the town hall column.
When you plant vegetables, you use one 
of your empty hothouses and put one veg-
etable from storage on a slot on the hot-
house. The remaining slots in the hothouse 
are filled with the same type of vegetables, 
taken from general stock. When harvest-
ing vegetables, you take one vegetable tile 
from the hothouse for your storage facility.

When all actions have been resolved, it 
is Harvest Time. Each player takes a veg-
etable tile from each of his hothouses 
and puts it into storage. Therefore, there 
are two moments in the game when you 
harvest: Upon selecting an action slot with 
harvest action and during Harvest Time. 
This is especially important in later rounds 
when you have to deliver several vegeta-
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REYKHOLT

ble tiles, advancement might be difficult 
otherwise.
When harvesting is complete, you deliver 
to tourists, tables, that are. Players in turn 
play their marker, the farm manager, in 
the chain of tables, beginning with the 
player in first position. To be able to move 
to the next table, you must discard the 
vegetable(s) depicted at that table from 
your storage facility. This is repeated for 
consecutive tables as long as you want to 
and are able to; then the turn passes to 
the next player. If the marker of a player 
ends up on a case where there is already 
a marker, he advances his own to the posi-
tion in front. 

In this way, each player moves along at 
least one table, especially because each 
player must cash his premium in this 

phase. To cash his premium a player takes, 
once during Tourism Time takes from gen-
eral stock the vegetable that would be nec-
essary to move to the next table instead of 
having to discard the vegetable(s). 
At which point in the Tourism Time a play-
er cashes his premium is up to the players 
choice, but he cannot forfeit the premium. 
At the end of the last round, the position of 
the farm managers determine the winner 
of the game. If there are several managers 
at the front-most occupied table, the win-
ner is the player whose manager is furthest 
in front at this table.

Reykholt is a game with a very balanced 
game flow. In our games, there was never 
a big difference between positions of farm 
managers of individual players, the result 
was always a tight one. It is especially im-

portant to not that the player in 
last position moves his manager 
last, and can therefore win if he 
manages to reach the front-most 
table. To complete the last-but-
one round can therefore be rath-
er risky. The game flows rather 
evenly over all seven rounds, with 
the exception of the last round, 
the necessary actions are always 
the same. The game has nearly no 
element of luck at all, only interac-
tion with other players obstructs 
your own planning. And this plan-
ning is important as it can easily 
happen that you cannot serve a 
table in a round due to lack of 
one single vegetable tile and thus 
are stuck. Correct calculation of 
numbers of vegetable tiles and 
of which types you collect when 
is the key to success in this game. 
And do not forget to include the 

premiums in your planning!
There is, as mentioned, also a story mode 
in the game, featuring cards that provide a 
new way to play the game. þ

Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Lukas Siegmon
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2019
www.frosted-games.com

Worker placement with a racing element
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it jp kr pl pt ru
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Simple rules * Lots of interaction * Good 
components * (c) Image EllenM, BGG; 
LordBalder, BGG

Compares to:
Worker placement in general

Other editions:
Arclight (jp), Arrakis Games (es), Galapagos Jogos 
(pt), Games Factory (kr), Lavka Games (ru, Origames 
(fr), Raven Distribution (it), Renegade Game Studios 
(en), sternenschimmermeer (kr)

EVALUATION
M
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:

PLAYERS:
1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:
60+
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Introduction and set-up

Coimbra is the name of a Portuguese town 
of about 100.000 habitants, founded by 
the Ancient Romans (and called at that 
time Aeminium) and it is situated between 
Lisboa and Porto: it was also the Capital of 
that Country and still has a lot to offer to 
the tourists that every year come and see 
the small medieval streets going uphill and 
the beautiful palaces, 
the churches and the 
superb Cathedral. 
But Coimbra is also 
the name of a game 
designed by Virginio 
Gigli and Flaminia 
Brasini, an Italian cou-
ple already known 
for having produced 
games like Comuni, 
Egizia, Grand Hotel 
Austria, Leonardo da 
Vinci and their most 
successful, Lorenzo il 
Magnifico.

The colorful box (see 
Picture 1 below) con-
tains the main board, 
four personal boards, 
12 dice in four colors 
(plus one white), dif-
ferent kind of tiles, 
personality cards and 
a good quantity of 
wooden tokens in four colors. But the most 
curious components are 12 plastic supports 
(three per players, in their colors) for the 
dice: we will see later how they are used. 

The set-up of Coimbra is a little bit labori-

ous as we have to place the monastery tiles 
on the cases of the “region” depicted on the 
middle of the board, to add the Victory Point 
Tiles on top of the four “Influence Tracks”, 
randomly select six “Travel Cards” (bottom 
side of the board) and distribute 3 rows of 
“Personality Cards” on the left side of the 
board (Picture 2 shows the board after the 
set-up). 

Each player takes one of the personal boards, 
3 plastic supports and 2 cubes, to be placed 
on position “7” of the two tracks: Guards (a 
shield) and Money (a golden coin). Then a 
colored disk must be placed under each of 
the four “Influence Tracks” another one on 

the Victory Points (VP) 
track and a “monk” on 
the Coimbra case in 
the map. 
Before starting the 
game, eight “starting 
Cards” must be shuf-
fled and positioned on 
the table in randomly 
generated couples: 
starting from the last 
player each takes one 
couple and uses the 
related actions.

The Game

The First player now takes the 13 dice and 
throw them on the table. In turn each player 
selects a die, insert it in one of his plastic 
supports and place in one of the four big 
cases of the left side of the board (see again 
picture 2).

The top one is the “Castle”: the dice here are 
inserted with increasing values and the first 
to play will be the one who placed the low-

est value (in case of tie the player who was 
first to place his die). 
The other three cases represent the town of 
Coimbra and the most important personali-
ties who lives there: the dice here are insert-
ed in decreasing order and the first to play 
will therefore be the player with the highest 
number. 
When all the dice (but one) have been se-
lected the actions are resolved starting from 
the castle and going down:
At the castle, the players that uses a die here 
may select one of the four available special 
tiles that allow them to get extra money 
(or guards), gain Movement point in the 
map (or VP) or a discount to purchase Travel 
cards.
On the other three cases you may purchase 
one of the four personalities that were 
placed at the set-up. Each card may be 
payed with Money or with Guards, depend-

COIMBRA

HOW TO IMPROVE LIFE IN COIMBRA

COIMBRA
COLORED DICE FOR FINDING COMBINATIONS

An interesting game of strategy and card combina-
tions that needs a very tactical sense and an overall 
strategy to be really successful.

Pietro Cremona
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ing on the symbol that they have. If you 
look at Picture 3 you see this symbol on the 
top left side of the cards.

While we are discussing about the cards, 
we may look deeper at the picture and no-
tice that they have a central drawing that 
depicts the personality (not important for 
the game), a symbol with a number on the 
left (that indicate how many cases your to-
ken should advance on the Influence Track 
of that color) and an action on the bottom 
that can be “one shot” (lightning bolt) or 
permanent (those cards are placed under 
your personal board and will be used later). 
Some of the cards also have a small symbol 
of a “Diploma” that will be used to get extra 
VP at the game’s end.
It is always allowed to refuse to pay the 
amount required by the dice value and 
avoid the purchase of a card: this will allow 
the player to take the “reserve action”, get-
ting 2 coins and 2 guards (and modifying 
the position of the cubes on the personal 
board accordingly). 
Some cards also offer (as a gift to who 
will purchase them) a special tile with 
two “Crowns”: Castle tiles also offer 1-2-3 
“Crowns” towards the position of the to-
kens on the turn track. Before proceeding 
further, the players show how many crowns 
they collected to determine the new turn 
order for the following phases.

It is now time for getting some benefits, 
all based on the position on the Influence 
Track and the color (not the value) of the 
selected dice (see picture 4).

The first track (grey) gives you more guards 
for each grey die that you own: how many 
depends on the position of your disk. Look-
ing at the picture, the yellow disk will re-
ceive five guards, while the black one will 
grant ten guards and 2 VP.

The second track (orange) gives Money for 
each orange die. In the picture the Yellow 

player will get 9 coins, while the black will 
get only 3.
The third track (pink) let you move your 
monk on the map, visiting the different 
monasteries. In our example Blue may 
move 5 cases while Red and Black have 
only 3.
The fourth track (green) gives VP. Red, for 
example, for each green die will receive 6 
VP, while Yellow and Blue will have 5 each 
and black only 4.

The central part of the board depicts a 
map of Portugal with 14 monasteries (see 
picture 5) and each player has a “monk” 
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meeple that starts his trip in Coimbra. Every 
time that a player gets some free “moves” 
(with the cards, the crown tiles or through 
the influence track) he will have the op-
portunity to displace his monk along the 
network of roads depicted on the map. And 
every monastery crossed by the monk gives 
special “gifts”: money, guards, movement 
up the influence track, bonus to be calcu-
lated at the end of the game, etc. When a 
monk arrives (or pass through) a monastery 
case a colored disk is placed on that case, to 
mark the receipt of that bonus and to count 
towards objectives that give extra VP for 
each disk on the map.

If you remember I explained that at the 
set-up six “travel cards” should be placed 
on the bottom section of the board: every 
card has a “cost” varying from “6” to “8” and 
they are randomly sorted from a special 
deck. Three of them are placed on the first 
3 cases, where they may be purchased pay-
ing Money while the other three are placed 
on the last 3 cases and must be purchased 
with Guards. After the purchase a colored 
disk is placed on the card as all players may 
select the same cards, if they have enough 
money and Guards.

Each of them is a real “Objective”: looking 
at the picture we see, to make an exam-
ple, that the first card on the top left posi-
tion will grant 2 VP for each monastery of 
value “I” (look again at picture 5) while the 
top right one will give 9 VP, etc. One of the 
four Crown tiles (that you make take if you 
place a die in the Castle) also gives you the 
possibility to purchase a Travel Tile immedi-
ately AND to purchase a second card at the 
end of the turn with a discount of “2”. This 
is a very powerful action, but you need to 
prepare it in advance and collect enough 
Money and Guards. 

The game ends after four rounds, when all 
the personality cards have been used. Each 
player adds the following to the VP already 
gained on the VP track:
The VP for being first, second and third on 
each Influence track 
The VP related to the “Travel Cards”
The VP related to the number of different 
“Diploma” collected by each player
The VP that are granted by some of the Per-
sonality cards
Finally, you add Money, Guards and Crowns 
and divide the total by 2: the resulting value 
is the number of VP to be added to your 
grand total. Of course, the player with the 
higher score wins the game.

Coimbra is not a difficult game; the rules 
area clearly explained and come with a lot 
of pictures and examples: it is also very in-
teractive, especially in the “dice” competi-
tion to gain the personality cards, but also 
when you need to get a die with a specific 
color (in order to get the benefits of the In-
fluence track) and … it is taken by an op-
ponent. Usually the first player of the round 
will take the “white” die, because it is a sort 
of Joker: its value is used normally on the 
Personality tracks, but the player has the 
opportunity to select its color during the 
Influence phase.

We tested the game with different groups 
and numbers and we found that it is very 
good both with 3 and 4 players, while 
with only two the game changes a lot and 
becomes more “brainstorm”. What I really 
liked most is the possibility to spring up in 
some Influences purchasing the right per-
sonalities at the right moment (after having 
accumulated enough resources to be able 
to offer a lot of Money and/or Guards to get 
the cards that you really need). In the first 
two rounds you may also get Permanent 

Personality cards (none of them is in the 
last deck for rounds 3-4) that will help you 
during the complete game, so be attentive 
and deeply examine all the displayed cards 
before deciding where to “bet”.
A nice game that I will play again and again 
in the future. þ

Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: V. Gigli, F. Brasini
Artist: Chris Quilliams
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: eggertspiele2018
www.eggertspiele.com

Drafting, dice placement
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it kr pl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Rules well done and illustrated * Planning 
ahead is necessary * Good interaction 
among players

Compares to:
Worker placement using dice, card drafting 
games

Other editions:
eggertspiele (en es fr ), Galapagos Juegos (pt), Ghe-
nos Games (it), Rebel (pl), sternenschimmermeer (kr)

EVALUATION
M

y 
ra

ti
ng

:

PLAYERS:
2–4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

120+
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PRESENTATION 4 GEWINNT ACTION / 6 NIMMT! BRETTSPIEL

Four in a Row is still the condi-
tion for winning the game in 
this version of Connect 4!, but 
this time dexterity and speed 
are necessary, tactics are more 
of a theoretic feature, very much 
in the background.
Aim of the game is to arrange 
for balls of your own color in a 
row - horizontally, vertically, or 
diagonally. The vertical grid with 
5x5 holes is similar to that used 

in other versions of Connect 4!, 
but it has an additional fixture 
featuring five channels provid-
ing access to the five columns of 
the grid. Playing pieces are not 
discs in this version, but balls - 
each player has 12 balls of a col-
or, yellow or red - which need to 
be bounced into the channels 
so that they fall into columns to 
form a row of four.
Both players try to achieve this 

simultaneously and cannot 
throw the balls directly, but 
must bounce them off the table 
to make them fall into one of 
the four channels to run down 
into a column. You cannot touch 
a ball that is in channel or grid, 
but can pick up balls from table 
or floor. Whoever is first to place 
four balls in a horizontal, vertical 
or diagonal row, wins.
If both players have put all their 
balls into the grid and nobody 
achieved a row of four, play-
ers take the orange ball and 
alternate to try to get the ball 
into a remaining gap. Whoever 
achieves this first, wins, regard-
less if this formed a row of four 
or not. At the end of the game, 
the grid works as a storage box. 
Team play is an alternate ver-
sion.
Row formation by dexterity and 
chance - especially due to the 
simultaneous play; most careful 
aiming does not help if another 
ball gets into the channel first. 
þ

4 GEWINNT ACTION
BOUNCE TO WIN!

INFORMATION

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 27 Euros
Publisher: Hasbro 2019
www.hasbro.at

PLAYERS:
2

AGE:
8+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Dexterity, row formation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Dexterity dominates * Row 
formation rather randomly 
* Trains hand-eye coordina-
tion * Nice variant

Compares to:
All variants of Connect 4!

Other editions:
Hasbro (en)

Numbers and bullheads are 
now placed in the guise of tiles 
numbered 1-100 onto a board; 
you have 12 tiles behind your 
screen, four tiles begin four 
rows of varying length and vari-
ous special cases at the end. As 
usual, you select a face-down 
tile, then all reveal it place tiles 
in ascending order of selected 
tiles, each tile into the row with 
the lowest difference between 

last tile in the row and new tile. If 
the new tile is lower than all end 
tiles in all rows, you put it at the 
end of the row with the highest 
end value. If you cover a special 
case, you trigger the case ef-
fect: Take the row, take positive 
or negative points according to 
bulls heads on your tile or to the 
special case, or play two tiles. 
After 24 tiles in case of two and 
three players, and 12 tiles in case 

of four to six players, you win 
with most points.
In the variant with Luck cards 
you receive a Luck card for each 
clover leaf that you cross or en-
ter on the scoring track and can 
play such a card before placing a 
tile - for five points or for points 
when covering the last case of a 
row.
In the expert version you play 
with action cards for swapping 
tiles, placing stop tiles to close 
a row, leaving one case empty, 
placing ascendingly without 
lowest difference rules, place 
tile at the start of a row or place 
an additional tile. The board has 
new special cases, too - draw tile 
or action card, take tiles of a row 
etc. You can also use Luck cards 
with this version.
A nice variant for fans of the 
bullheads, somewhat more 
complicated and without the 
trim elegance of the card game, 
but with lots more tactical op-
tions, especially in the expert 
version. þ

6 NIMMT! BRETTSPIEL
BULLHEADS TO THE BOARD!

INFORMATION

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-6

AGE:
8+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Place numbers
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Same fun to play * More 
complex than the card 
game * More tactical 
options

Compares to:
All variants of 6 nimmt!

Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION5211 / CALAVERA

Play cards of a color for points - 
sounds easy, but has its pitfalls, 
as too many cards of a color are 
worthless instead of scoring 
more points.
From 20 cards each in five col-
ors - red, blue, yellow, green and 
orange, showing values 5x1, 
6x2, 5x3, 2x4, 1x5 and 1x6 and 
showing Kododo markings on 
five cards - you remove 10, 13, 0, 
15 cards from the stack in case 

of 2-3-4-5 players and are then 
dealt five cards. Then you play 
four out of your five cards in 
three turns: All play simultane-
ously two cards for the first turn, 
and add one card each in the 
second and third turn, always 
with replenishing the hand.
When then there are - in case 
of 2-3-4-5 players- 4-5-6-7 cards 
in total with a Kododo marking 
on the table, only those cards 

are put into the scoring pile. 
Otherwise, each player puts the 
cards of the all-over majority 
color in their scoring pile, unless 
too many were played: 5-6-7-8 
in case pf 2-3-4-5 players. If this 
is the case, the round explodes 
and the majority color is set 
aside unscored and the second-
most color is scored; as it is in 
case of a tie for majority color. 
When most- and second-most 
color are not scored, no color 
scores. As an alternative scoring 
method, you use cards of value 
1 - if, again in relation to player 
numbers, a certain number of 
those cards was played, only 
those cards are scored. When 
the draw pile is empty, you win 
with most points in your scoring 
pile. 
A clever little card game offering 
a fun-to-play, nice mix of lots of 
chance and a bit of tactic. Simul-
taneous play is very important 
to not give a hesitant player an 
advantage! A good card memo-
ry is helpful. þ

5211
NOT 5211! 5-2-1-1!

INFORMATION

Designer: Tsuyoshi Hashiguchi
Artist: Chris Quilliams
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publ.: Next Move Games / Pegasus 2019
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
8+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Collect cards for points
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it jp
In-game text: no

Comments: 
New edition of 5 Colors * 
Designer 5 Colors: John 
Bannister * Simple fam-
ily game * Sophisticated 
details

Compares to:
All card games with collecting cards 
to collect points

Other editions:
5 Colors, Gallery Ouchi / Japon Brand 
2018

Many markings on the scoring 
sheet for lots of points! But if you 
are too greedy, you might lose 
points again. The game features 
dice showing dots in yellow, 
green, black and pink as well as 
one skull and one joker symbol. 
The scoring sheet has one row 
per color.
You roll six dice and can re-roll 
twice - skulls are set aside, they 
cannot be re-rolled - and choose 

a color from the result to mark 
on the scoring sheet. Jokers can 
be used for a color, but cannot 
be combined with a color in the 
result - 3 jokers and 1 yellow are 
either 1 yellow or 3 yellow, or 
three pink, or whatever color, 
but never 4 yellow! If you rolled 
at least one skull, your fellow 
players must - after you made 
and marked your selection - 
select a color or joker(s) from 

the remaining dice to mark on 
their sheet - several players can 
choose the same color or jok-
ers. If you rolled three or more 
skulls, you yourself cannot mark 
anything, but the other players 
must use your result.
After three cases in a row there 
is a bonus line - when all rows 
are filled to that point, you score 
bonus points; if you manage 
this first, you score more points. 
In the grey zone, the so-called 
death zone, you do not score or 
score penalty points. To avoid 
having to mark cases there, 
you can freeze rows if you roll 
enough jokers. You mark the last 
positive result that you marked 
in the row. If someone has fro-
zen all four rows, you win with 
most points.
Ye another addition to the 
genre of dice management 
games; the basic standard prin-
ciple - roll and then select and 
mark a result - has been varied 
very attractively with interesting 
details. þ

CALAVERA
SKULLS ON DICE

INFORMATION

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Artist: Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2019
www.moses-verlag.de

PLAYERS:
1-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Dice management
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Pretty design and topic * 
Nice mechanism details 
* Standard core mechanism

Compares to:
Other dice management 
games

Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION CATAN DIE LEGENDE DER EROBERER / CENTURY EINE NEUE WELT

As usual, you want to accumu-
late victory points and build 
roads and settlements. For a city 
next to a commodity hex you 
now earn a specific trade card 
for wool, wood or ore for use to 
develop cities: Paper for wood 
advances culture, cloth for wool 
brings economic progress and 
money for ore enhances politi-
cal influence, all in the form of 
action cards that can be a decid-

ing factor in the game. Knights 
are activated with commodities; 
knights can block trade routes, 
keep back foreign knights, 
chase off robbers and stop the 
barbarians. These barbarians 
sail the waters along the coasts 
of  Catan  and the city builders 
muss display enough military 
power to defend Catan against 
the Barbarians. A player not suf-
ficiently involved in providing 

defense risks loss of  a city; the 
player using the most knights 
receives a victory point.
In Legenden der Eroberer, based 
on the Städte & Ritter expan-
sion, a powerful empire from 
the Old World threatens free-
dom and independence of 
Catan. All rules of Catan and the 
Städte & Ritter expansion ap-
ply with some changes: There 
are tracks on Chapter boards 
for the Barbarian ship - with 
various events per chapter - and 
for heroes - for victory points 
depending on the marker loca-
tion. Resources are taken after 
an event is resolved. There are 
introductory stories and special 
rules for each chapter. Chapters 
are played in sequence; at the 
end of a chapter, you must have 
achieved requested results for 
starting the next chapter. After 
completion of all chapters you 
win with most legend points.
A special treat for all fans due to 
highly strategic and challenging 
in this so far most demanding 
expansion for Catan. þ

CATAN DIE LEGENDE DER EROBERER
NEW SCENARIOS FOR STÄDTE & RITTER

INFORMATION

Designer: K. Teuber, B. Teuber
Artist: M. Menzel, A. Resch
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

PLAYERS:
3-4

AGE:
12+

TIME:
120+

EVALUATION
Development, trade
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de es fr nl
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Expansion based on Städte 
& Ritter * New rules details 
* Three scenarios * Needs 
basic game + Städte & 
Ritter to play

Compares to:
Catan Städte & Ritter

Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Devir (es), Kosmos (fr)

Part III of the Century tril-
ogy after Die Gewürzstraße and 
Fernöstliche Wunder. You are a 
trader in the New World at the 
start of the 17th century and 
hunt, collect, trade and explore.
You have settlers and goods; 
exploration tiles are laid out. In 
each round, each player has one 
turn with selecting one of two 
options: Work or Rest.
For the Work option, you select 

a case on the board, it must be 
free of exploration tiles and of 
settlers of your own. You place 
the necessary number of your 
own settlers - either according 
to the symbol on an empty case 
or one more settler than there 
are in the case; those already 
there are driven off and given 
back to their owner. Finally, you 
resolve the action(s) of the case: 
Production - you receive goods 

cubes from stock; Upgrade - you 
can upgrade goods in your own 
storage to a higher level; Trade - 
you exchange goods from stor-
age for goods from the supply; 
Fort - you exchange cubes from 
your storage for the points card 
or a bonus tile or both at the 
location. When you select the 
option Rest, you take all your 
settlers back from the board to 
your player board. Goods that 
surpass your storage capacity 
are always discarded. If some-
one acquires his eight points 
card, you score at the end of the 
round - your points cards, points 
from your bonus tiles, explora-
tion tiles acquired with points 
cards and all non-yellow goods 
cubes in your own storage.
Different from Century I and yet 
somewhat similar, and again 
quite abstract despite its topic. 
You played cards in Century I to 
to something with goods cubes, 
you now use worker placement 
- in this quick and fantastic tril-
ogy finale. þ

CENTURY EINE NEUE WELT
WORKER PLACEMENT FOR SETS OF GOODS

INFORMATION

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Artist: C. Quilliams, K. Atha
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publ.: Plan B Games / Pegasus 2019
www.planbgames.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Set collecting, worker 
placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn cz de en fr hu it kr 
nl pl sk
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Part III of the Century 
trilogy * Stand-alone game 
* Can be combined with 
each on the two predeces-
sors or with both at the same time

Compares to:
Century I and II

Other editions:
Asmodee (fr nl), Broadway Toys (cn), 
Cube Factory of Ideas (pl), Mandoo 
(kr), Piatnik (cz, hu sk), Plan B (en fr it)
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PRESENTATIONCØPENHAGEN ROLL & WRITE / DISNEY VILLAINOUS

In Nyhavn in Copenhagen we 
decorate house front, using dice 
rolls. One sheet of front blocks 
is set out, it shows front parts in 
five colors; five dice show one 
color point each for colors red, 
green, blue, yellow, purple and 
white.
The active player rolls all five 
dice and then selects a front 
shape form the sheet suiting the 
number of results in the chosen 

color; you can decide to choose 
a shape of fewer results - for four 
red dice results, for instance you 
can also select the shape Red 3. 
White results are jokers for all 
colors. Shapes made up from 
two or three squares are located 
in the ∞ column; they can be 
selected always and repeatedly. 
Shapes of four and five squares 
in the 1x column are crossed 
out when selected. The shape 

you chose is entered into your 
own player sheet; any one of 
its squares is marked with x, all 
others with o. All other players 
select an unused die from the 
result of the active player and 
mark a case on the ability track 
of that color for points or bo-
nuses. When a row or column 
are filled you score 1 point for 
a row and 2 points for a column 
with minimum one x, and 2 or 4 
points for row or column with 
only o. If you complete a row 
next to a seal, you take one of 
the bonuses immediately or 
mark off two cases on one abili-
ty track. In your turn you can use 
any bonus or ability already un-
locked by marking. A complete-
ly marked ability track scores 
two points. If someone collects 
12 points, you win at the end of 
the round with most points.
Standard mechanisms, nicely 
packed and very well varied; an 
abstract game despite the topic 
and an attractive companion 
for the boardgame of the same 
name. þ

CØPENHAGEN ROLL & WRITE
HOUSEFRONT DECORATING IN NYHAVN

INFORMATION

Designer: Pedersen, Granerud
Artist: Markus Erdt
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2019
www.queen-games.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Area management with dice
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Companion game for the 
Copenhagen board game 
* Abstract despite topic * 
Standard mechanisms * 
Nicely varied details

Compares to:
All roll & write games

Other editions:
Currently none

You embody one of six Disney 
villains, use his advantages and 
have your own goal for the 
game, according to the story of 
your chosen character - Käpt’n 
Hook, Dschafar, Malefiz, Prinz 
John, Herzkönigin or Ursula. 
You have your own player board 
with four locations, a deck of Vil-
lain Cards, a deck of Fate Cards 
and your Villain Handbook with 
your goal, information and traits 

of your villain. As the active 
player you move the villain and 
resolve all actions on the target 
case that are not covered by fate 
cards, in any order. Action op-
tions are: Take Power chips, they 
pay for cards and activate abili-
ties - play a card for each symbol 
on location - activate item or 
ability of a minion , if location 
if free of lock chip - Fate, reveal 
two fate cards of another player, 

discard one and play the other 
- move minion or item - move 
hero - defeat hero with minions 
in the same location - discard 
cards. Then you refill your hand 
to four cards. Minion cards are 
allies, helpers and pets; their use 
is paid for with power chips. He-
roes are in the Fate deck and re-
strict options by covering action 
symbols. Items, available from 
both Minion and Fate decks, 
influence cards and actions. 
Events, in both decks, are paid 
for with power chips. Condi-
tions are played during another 
player’s turn. If you achieve your 
goal, you win instantly, regard-
less of the position of your villain 
or heroes in your realm.
Disney Villainous offers a dif-
ferent point of view on familiar 
themes - here it is Villains ver-
sus Heroes, yes, Disney Villains 
- a thrilling and well-working 
implementation with a few ele-
ments of deck building. þ

DISNEY VILLAINOUS
THE WORST TAKES IT ALL

INFORMATION

Designer: Prospero Hall
Artist: Wonderforge.com
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

PLAYERS:
2-6

AGE:
10+

TIME:
120

EVALUATION
Disney, adventure
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Interesting theme reversal * 
Familiar characters * Some 
deck-building elements 
* Good mix of tactics and 
chance

Compares to:
Adventure Games wit deck building 
elements

Other editions:
Wonder Forge (en)
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PRESENTATION EINHORN GLITZERGLÜCK / FIONA FUNKELSTERN

Five unicorns - Glitterluck, Mar-
vel Flower, Magic Swirl and Star-
dust together with Baby Rosa-
lie - live in the cloud castle and 
have lots of friends coming to 
visit, so they need to magically 
stack some clouds to create ad-
ditional towers for more room.
All cloud tiles are laid out in a 
circle around the cloud board 
with the castle in the ; unicorn 
baby Rosalie starts on any tile. 

You roll and move Rosalie either 
the number of steps in clock-
wise direction as indicated by 
the cloud symbols on the die 
or to any tile of your choice for 
the star symbol on the die. Then 
you check which symbol Rosalie 
has reached: For a blue or white 
cloud you stack a cloud piece 
of this color onto or next to the 
castle, next to it only if there is 
still room in the cut-out. When 

Rosalie has reached a crystal 
symbol, you put a crystal from 
stock into one of the dells on the 
cloud board. When Rosalie has 
reached a unicorn symbol, you 
stack one of the unicorn pieces 
on castle and clouds. 
If parts fall off the stack, you put 
fallen clouds or unicorns back 
into stock and turn over a blue 
or white cloud tile. It this reveals 
the third thunderstorm symbol, 
the game is lost for all players. 
When all crystals have been 
placed into the cloud board and 
all unicorns have been stacked, 
you put Rosalie on the stack 
of clouds and unicorns on the 
castle - if all pieces stay in place, 
the game has been won by all 
players.
A nice idea with the characters 
from the Einhorn Glitzerglück 
series - clever players will find 
out quickly that the dangerous 
thunderstorms are only hidden 
under the white cloud tiles. þ

EINHORN GLITZERGLÜCK
WOLKENSTAPELEI

INFORMATION

Designer: Kristin Mückel
Artist: Stephanie Roehe
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:
1-4

AGE:
4+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Cooperation, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl  fi 
no se
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Part of the Einhorn 
Glitzerglück series * Nice 
components * Simple 
mechanism

Compares to:
Cooperative stacking games in 
general

Other editions:
Haba (de en fi fr no se)

Fiona’s Magic Wand catches 
stars in the sky! Both game units 
- the Moon Sickle with Fiona 
and the Magic Wand must be 
equipped with batteries. Then, 
the Moon is placed on a flat 
surface, you darken the room 
and switch on the Moon unit. 
There are two game mode op-
tions, you select one of them by 
choosing positions 1 or 0 for the 
switch. The Moon unit now proj-

ects stars to walls and ceiling 
which must be caught with the 
magic wand. To do so, you point 
the magic wand at a star and 
press the button on the wand - 
this causes the star to be caught.
In the easy game mode - posi-
tion 1 of the switch - the stars 
are projected in identical in-
tervals; when you have caught 
three stars, the magic wand 
changes into the next of ten lev-

els, indicated by the change of 
color in the star. If you manage 
all ten levels, you hear a signal 
and the star lights up in a rain-
bow of colors.
In the difficult mode - position 
0 of the switch - the stars come 
quicker and in irregular inter-
vals; to master levels 1 to 7, you 
must catch four stars; for mas-
tering levels 8 and higher, you 
need to catch six stars. If you 
manage level 10, the star proj-
ects a shooting star in addition 
to signal and rainbow colors. 
The Moon Sickle with Fiona can 
also be used as a slumber light; 
if you place the switch on posi-
tion 4, the unit projects stars to 
the ceiling; in position 3 of the 
switch, projects stars and pro-
vides a song. In both modes, the 
unit switches itself off automati-
cally after ten minutes. 
Familiar standard, but nice - yet 
another version of the catch-
the-light-on-the-wall games, 
with opulent and very pretty 
components and an alternative 
use as a slumber light. þ

FIONA FUNKELSTERN
STAR CATCHING WITH A MAGIC WAND

INFORMATION

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

PLAYERS:
1+

AGE:
5+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Reaction, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Standard mechanism * Very 
opulently varied * Includes 
slumber light mode

Compares to:
Johnny der Geisterpirat 
and other catch-the-image 
games

Other editions:
Fotorama Hong Kong
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PRESENTATIONGO GECKO GO! / HEXE, TIER

Your crew of four animals - 
crocodile, turtle, frog and gecko 
- aims to reach the tree trunk 
first. The board with four riv-
ers, equipped water tiles and 
two bridges across the rivers, 
is laid out. Each player selects 
a river and lines up his crew in 
front of it. As active player, you 
check first, if at least one of your 
animals sits in front of a bridge. 
If not, you roll all dice - for sun-

shine on the weather dice all 
players move all their animals 
on a shadow case forward one 
step to a sun case; when target 
cases are occupied, you put 
your animal on top. For light-
ing, you can move one of your 
animals up to another one of 
yours, or use the color dice; for 
the rainbow you use the color 
dice together with the rainbow 
for a color joker. When you have 

resolved the weather dice, you 
select one color from your roll 
and move this animal forward 
one step per die in its color. You 
cannot move an animal with a 
bigger one on its back by dice 
roll! When an animal is in front 
of a bridge, you may ROLL and 
resolve the roll, or SLIDE. For 
sliding, you take a water tile 
and slide it into your river at the 
starting end - all animals move 
one step and the animal in front 
of the bridge is moving through 
underneath. Animals carried on 
its back might fall of, they are 
restacked in front of the bridge. 
Animals can only pass under a 
bridge by sliding, dice move-
ments end in front of a bridge.
Opulent components, clear 
rule and a challenging move-
ment mechanism, especially 
the bridge obstacle, introduc-
ing tactic into this well-working 
game which has definitely 
earned its nomination for 
Kinderspiel des Jahres. þ

GO GECKO GO!
RACE TO THE TREE TRUNK!

INFORMATION

Designer: Jürgen Adams
Artist: G. Silveira, O. Richtberg
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2019
www.zoch-verlag.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
6+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Racing, sliding
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Enchanting components 
* Clear rules * Tactic from 
bridge obstacle

Compares to:
Race game with riding 
along on other pieces

Other editions:
Currently none

The cheerful with is flying 
through the skies on her broom 
and is always accompanied by 
three out of six possible animals. 
All 24 cards are dealt evenly to all 
players who lay them out open-
faced before them on the table. 
The active player rolls two dice, 
each of which shows one sym-
bol for each of the six animals 
- owl, mouse, cat, spider, frog 
and chicken. All players now 

simultaneously search in their 
card display for a card or several 
cards that show both animals 
on the dice, or, if a double was 
rolled, only this animal. It does 
not matter which animal is the 
third one on the card. Some as-
sistance for the spotting comes 
from the fact that an animal is 
always in the same place on the 
card; the spider, for instance, al-
ways hangs off the front of the 

broom. If you find a suitable 
card, you turn it over and the 
next player rolls the dice. Time is 
not essential - the dice are only 
rolled again when all players are 
done with their current search. 
Whoever is first to turn over all 
his cards, wins the round and 
tales all open-faced cards from 
all players. If several players can 
turn over their remaining card 
or cards after a roll, the open-
faced cards of the other players 
are distributed evenly among 
them; an eventual surplus goes 
out of play. 
For the next round, all players 
lay out all their cards including 
the ones won, open-faced. After 
three rounds, you win with most 
cards; there can be several win-
ners.
A typical game by Haim Shafir - 
fast, simple and lots of fun. The 
witch is cute, the animals are 
easily distinguished by shape 
and color and their unchanging 
location facilitates the spotting.  
þ

HEXE, TIER
... WER FEHLT DENN HIER?

INFORMATION

Designer: Haim Shafir
Artist: Marina Zlochin
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
4+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Spotting based on dice 
results
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Pretty illustrations * Simple 
rules * Time is not a factor 
* Animals always in the 
same spot

Compares to:
Spotting games

Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION HOPPLA HOPPEL / KLASK 4

As we all know, bunnies do lol-
lop - the little bunnies in three 
colors that we find in this game 
do not lollop, they jump up into 
the air from the green meadow.
The battery-driven game basis 
has nine dents for the bunny 
rabbits; you activate those dents 
by pressing down on them and 
then placing a bunny in each 
dent, in any arrangement or or-
der. Each player takes a basket. 

To start the game, you press the 
starting button in the middle 
of the meadow. The meadow 
begins to rotate and the bun-
nies jump into the air, in random 
order and quickly, one after the 
other. All players try simultane-
ously to catch as many bunnies 
as they can. If you did catch a 
bunny, you must remove it from 
the basket and set it down on 
the table, before you try to catch 

the next one. Bunny rabbits 
that are not caught, but fall ran-
domly onto the table or floor, 
are not put back into a dent in 
the meadow, but are out of play 
for the round. When all bunnies 
have been caught or are out of 
play, all players count their bun-
nies and the player with most 
bunnies wins the game.
For older children you can play 
five rounds and award points 
for bunnies they caught, de-
pending on bunny colors: three 
points for an orange bunny, two 
points for a brown one and on 
point for a blue rabbit that was 
caught. After five rounds you 
win with most points.
The game principle of jumping 
animals that must be caught, is 
not new, but was reimplement-
ed rather nicely in this game, 
suiting the targeted age group 
very well. Bunnies are pretty, 
the meadow works well and the 
baskets are big enough to easily 
hold the bunnies. þ

HOPPLA HOPPEL
CATCH JUMPING BUNNIES

INFORMATION

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2019
www.noris-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
5+

TIME:
5+

EVALUATION
Dexterity, reaction
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Standard mechanism * 
Nicely varied * Extremely 
simple rules

Compares to:
Elefun

Other editions:
Currently none

Simulations of - in the widest 
sense - soccer games, or more 
correctly, games of getting-the-
ball-into-a-goal are frequent 
and in demand. The newest hit 
in this genre is Klask and now 
also the new variant for four 
players, Klask 4, for play in teams 
of two or head-to-head for all.
On a round board you place five 
white magnets on given posi-
tions; each player uses one of 

the four magnetic striker pieces 
and one steering magnet; this 
steering magnet is used on the 
bottom of the board to move 
the striker piece on top of the 
board. You can move your 
striker anytime with your steer-
ing magnet, there is now order 
of play, all try simultaneously to 
move the orange ball into an op-
ponent’s goal, and at the same 
time to steer clear of obstacles 

like white magnets or opposing 
striker pieces. White magnets 
can be moved with the ball or 
the striker piece, but not directly 
with the steering magnet.
You begin with five points. If 
you score an own-goal, this 
costs you a point. You also lose 
a point, if you lose control over 
your striker piece, and is also 
causes loss of a point when two 
white magnets are sticking to 
your striker piece or or if you 
move your striker into your own 
goal. If more than one of those 
events happen simultaneously, 
you only lose one point. When 
several players lose a point at 
the same time, all adjust their 
scoring marker accordingly. If 
a point is lost by someone, all 
white magnets go back to the 
starting positions and whoever 
lost the point kicks off for a re-
start. If someone is out of points, 
you win with most remaining 
points.
Hectic, great fun, works well and 
has achieved near-to-cult status 
by now! þ

KLASK 4
AN EPIC MAGNETIC BATTLE

INFORMATION

Designer: Mikkell Bertelsen
Artist: Mikkell Bertelsen
Price: ca. 80 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2019
www.gamefactore-spiele.com

PLAYERS:
4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Dexterity, magnetism
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Variant of Klask for four 
players * In teams or head-
to-head * Nice components 
* Needs room to play

Compares to:
Klask, Weykick

Other editions:
Competo
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PRESENTATIONMEINE ERSTEN SPIELE / MONOPOLY VOICE BANKING

Bed-time rituals - with animal 
characters Rabbit Lilo, Bear Bru-
no and Cat Kalli. There are sev-
eral versions: Making a bed - In 
the cooperative assigning game 
you make up a bed for each ani-
mal; a tile in the display is turned 
over - for bed, pillow, blanket or 
cuddly toy you put those items 
next to the animal of this color, 
and the tile goes out of play; 
tiles showing potty, sippy cup, 

toothbrush or book are placed 
next to the corresponding 
symbol on the disposal board. 
All win when all three beds are 
complete before eight items are 
next to the disposal board. 
In the Bedtime Matching vari-
ant, you want to be first to put 
your own animal to bed. Each 
child selects an animal; 16 tiles 
are displayed face-down, and 
one is turned up in turn. If it 

shows bed, pillow, blanket or 
cuddly toy in the color of the 
active player’s  animal, they take 
the item and put the tile back 
into the box. All tiles showing 
something else are put back 
into the display face-down, the 
active player does not get an 
item. Whoever has found all four 
parts first, puts his animal to bed 
and has won. 
For Sleepy Bingo, you use the 
rules of Making a Bed, but each 
child selects an animal charac-
ter, surplus animals are also set 
up. Again, tiles from the display 
are turned up - for bed, pillow, 
blanket or cuddly animal you 
place the item next to the ani-
mal of this color, even if it is not 
your own; the tile goes out of 
play. The winner is the animal 
for which all four items have 
been found first.
Yet another cute game for tod-
dlers using color recognition, 
naming items and describing 
their use, and of course, being 
fun to play! þ

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE
AB INS BETT!

INFORMATION

Designer: Kristin Dittmann
Artist: Sabine Kraushaar
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:
1-3

AGE:
2+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Cooperation, memo, as-
signing
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Pretty components * 
Familiar topic for the age 
group * Nice variants * 
Educational fun

Compares to:
Memo and assigning games in 
general

Other editions:
Currently none

Mr. Monopoly - known all over 
the world for his top hat and his 
moustache - is now the voice of 
Monopoly, represented by his 
top hat - because in this version 
of Monopoly the top hat of Mr. 
Monopoly is our game master 
and directs our play with T-Rex, 
cat, dog or racing car.
Mr. Monopoly - within his top 
hat - auctions real estate that 
was not bought; if you want 

to bid, you press the button of 
your mover at the top hat and 
thus raise the bid by 50M. Train 
stations are not bought; you 
take a train there, so to say, be-
cause you are sent to a random 
case by Mr. Monopoly which 
you then resolve according to 
standard mechanisms and rules. 
If you end up on a Swap case, 
you can pay 100M to another 
player and swap an empty real 

estate lot with him, he cannot 
refuse the exchange. Instead of 
building first a house and then 
a hotel, you can decide if you a 
hotel immediately, but can only 
build one house or one hotel on 
a lot and can sell neither house 
nor hotel. There is only one card 
physically present in the game, 
the „Get out of Jail“ card; all oth-
er events are administrated by 
Mr. Monopoly.
For an action, you press the 
button of your mover, name 
the intended action and wait - 
for buying, auctioning, paying 
rent or swapping - for a signal 
from the unit, after which you 
then name the respective lot. 
If someone goes bankrupt, Mr. 
Monopoly names the winner of 
the game.
The same core mechanisms - 
roll die, move, buy, auction or 
pay rent - are embellished with 
a lot of new details and there is 
even - albeit limited - commu-
nication with Mr. Monopoly. A 
well-made version of the classic 
best-selling game. þ

MONOPOLY VOICE BANKING
A TALKING TOP-HAT!

INFORMATION

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2019
www.hasbro.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Roll, move, own
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Electronic game master * 
Basically, unchanged game 
play * Lots of new details * 
Simplified manipulation

Compares to:
All versions of Monopoly

Other editions:
Hasbro (en)
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PRESENTATION MONSTERJÄGER / PALM ISLAND

Even in Schnipp Schnapp you 
had an advantage with quick 
reactions, and it’s the same with 
Monsterjäger. You do not kill 
two birds with a stone, but catch 
one monster, provided you have 
found - among all those mon-
sters lying about - exactly the 
one and only monster that has 
been churned out by the Mon-
ster Mixer and have been fast 
enough to put your swatter on 

the monster and not on the arm 
of another player. And, to make 
things worse, the monster come 
from one clan and are very, very 
similar to each other.
Each player has a monster swat-
ter with a suction cup; all mon-
ster cards are spread out face-up 
on the table. The active player 
has the Monster Mixer, presses 
its monster eye and the Mixer 
churns out a three-part mon-

ster, made up from head, body 
and legs, nicely awful! Now all 
search simultaneously among 
the cards for this monster - if 
you are first to spot it and to hit 
it with your swatter so that the 
card sticks to your swatter, you 
win the card. But take care! You 
can swat at cards already caught 
by other players, if the mixer has 
churned out this monster again. 
And remember, look closely and 
spot quickly, because the mon-
ster parts only differ in small de-
tails. If you are first to catch and 
hold five monsters, you win.
The rules for a fast and fun 
game are quickly explained. As, 
towards the end of the game, 
more and more monsters ap-
pear that already were caught 
by somebody, you must watch 
your own monsters closely to be 
first to hit them when they ap-
pear again as not to lose them.
A nice combination of close 
observation and quick reaction 
in this attractive new addition, 
and the winning condition can 
of course be varied. þ

MONSTERJÄGER
SLAP AND CATCH!

INFORMATION

Designer: not named
Artist: János Jantner
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidt-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
5+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Reaction, spotting
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
New edition of Monstopia 
* Good practice for quick 
reactions * Needs quick 
spotting

Compares to:
Monstopia, Monster-Mix, 
Klatsch-Fix

Other editions:
Currently none, earlier Monster-Mix, 
Klatsch-Fix

A game with a pun in its title, us-
ing palm for the tree and palm 
in your hand, an island in your 
hand, so to say - you play the 
complete game without setting 
the deck down or setting cards 
from the deck aside.
17 double-sided cards in your 
deck have four possible orien-
tations; the top part of the vis-
ible card is the active area from 
which you can do actions; ad-

ditional areas are unlocked by 
upgrading. Cards are oriented 
as stated, you can look through 
your deck before starting the 
game, but during the game you 
can only look at the top three 
cards.
You either put the front card un-
used to the end of the deck or 
do an action in the active area 
of the 1st or 2nd card: Store for re-
sources, you tilt the card to hori-

zontal and put it at the end of 
the deck, maximum four cards 
at a time; to pay with resources 
you put the card back up again. 
A tilted card at the front of your 
deck is righted up immediately, 
resources are lost. Rotate - turn 
the card by 180°, pay the costs. 
Flip you turn the card to its 
other side without rotating or 
tilting it. At the end of the round 
you change the round card and 
keep playing; after eight rounds 
you count victory points in the 
active part of the deck. Feats 
cards for achievements must 
be earned by meeting the con-
ditions stated on it at the end 
of the game and you can use 
the card in future games. In the 
Coop mode each player uses a 
deck, you play simultaneously 
and must cooperate to upgrade 
one catastrophe cards three 
times.
Unusual, sophisticated and not 
easy - well-working solo en-
tertainment without needing 
space, ideal for travel or any situ-
ation where you want to chal-
lenge yourself. þ

PALM ISLAND
AN ISLAND IN YOUR PALM

INFORMATION

Designer: Jon Mietling
Artist: Mirko Akira Suzuki
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

PLAYERS:
1-2

AGE:
10+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Card manipulation for use
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Cards always in hand * 
Card use by change of 
place, rotating or turning * 
Sophisticated mechanism * 
Ideal solitaire game

Compares to:
First game of its kind

Other editions:
Portal Dragon (en), Nuts! Publica-
tions (fr)
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PRESENTATIONQUIZ IT! / SAGRADA ERWEITERUNG

A game for clever people, using 
analogue board and digital app. 
The board is set out with action 
tokens on action markers; you 
put your personal mover on 
the corresponding color on the 
circular board, activate the app 
and register your color. 
A game comprises three lev-
els of four rounds each. At the 
start of a round, the app shows 
the game of the round, topic, a 

clue and points for the correct 
solution. All play one of their 
bet cards face-down and can 
use action tokens; the winner of 
the bid touches his color on the 
app; in case of a tie the owner of 
the Q token decides. The win-
ner then tries to solve the ques-
tion and can use one or several 
of his jokers, if available. If you 
cannot solve the question, you 
might lose points and the app 

always passes the question to 
the player with fewest points. If 
he cannot answer, he does not 
lose points ever! Then all move 
their marker according to the 
movement points indicated on 
the used bet card and discards 
the card. When the move ends 
on an action case, you take the 
corresponding action token off 
the board or its current owner - 
action options are Reverse - the 
lowest bid wins; Recycle - you 
can use a bid card again, Up-
grade - add 1 to your bid, or Re-
veal - you play your bid after all 
others have revealed theirs. 
A nice mix of digital and ana-
logue, using standard mecha-
nism that have been very clev-
erly varied - attractive quiz fun 
offering interesting questions. 
þ

QUIZ IT!
TACTICS, BLUFF AND KNOWLEDGE

INFORMATION

Designer: Arno Steinwender
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: rudy Games 2019
www.rudy-games.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
12+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Quiz
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Good mix of analogue/digi-
tal * Attractive questions * 
Simple handling

Compares to:
All quiz games using apps

Other editions:
Currently none

Roll dice for the most beauti-
ful window in Sagrada Familia! 
90 Dice represent glass pieces 
for windows, showing color 
and tinge depending on their 
value - the lower the dice value 
the lighter the color. At the start 
you receive favor tokens and a 
secret order, and then have two 
actions in a turn, in any order: 1. 
Put a die from available stock 
into your own window, start-

ing in a corner or at an edge, 
later next to any die in the win-
dow. You follow the requests of 
the randomly received pattern 
cards and can never place two 
dice of the same color or tinge 
= value next to each other. 2. 
Discard favor token and use tool 
card. After ten rounds, you score 
order cards and remaining favor 
tokens minus free slots in your 
window.

The expansion introduces new 
challenges for building Sagrada 
Familia. The rules of the basic 
game apply. First of all, the ex-
pansion offers components for 
a game with five and six play-
ers for use with the basic game. 
Then there are also: Six Secret 
Order cards for victory points at 
the end of game; in a game with 
six players you must use those 
cards - six pattern cards for use 
with those of the basic game 
- six personal dice disposal 
boards including optional rules 
for faster and more plannable 
dice selection as well as two tool 
cards for changing dice in you 
personal dice disposal board. 
The new dice tray in the overall 
design of the game is a pains-
taking and very nice detail.
The whole game stands out 
with its marvelous design, the 
expansion is as beautiful as the 
basis game; the mix of luck in 
dice rolls and decision taking 
for using dice can now be influ-
enced by using the tool cards. þ

SAGRADA ERWEITERUNG
NEW ORDERS FOR COLORFUL WINDOWS

INFORMATION

Designer: Andrews, Adamescu
Artist: Peter Wocken, Jens Wiese
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:
1-6

AGE:
8+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Place dice, patterns
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it kr pl ru
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Marvelous design * Simple 
core rules * Mix of opti-
mum use of demands and 
luck of the dice * Expansion 
for 5 & 6 players * (c) Image 
kalchio, BGG

Compares to:
Games using dice for pattern forma-
tion

Other editions:
Cranio (it), Crowd Games (ru), Flood-
gate (en), Foxgames (pl), Mandoo (kr), 
Matagot (fr)
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PRESENTATION SCHILDKRÖTENRENNEN / SO EIN MIST

Colorful turtles have their eyes 
on the salad heads at the other 
end of the meadow and are 
happy to be carried there on the 
back of other turtles, because 
they are not natural racers. 
Each player is secretly assigned 
a turtle color - blue, green, yel-
low, red or purple - and is dealt 
five cards, the rest is draw pile. 
In your turn, you play a card and 
move the turtle of this color ac-

cordingly, forward or backwards 
- two steps forward for two plus 
symbols, one step forward for 
one plus symbol, and one step 
backwards for one minus sym-
bol. If the card shows an arrow, 
the turtle in last place advances 
one step. If several turtles are in 
last place together, the active 
player decides which one to 
move. Otherwise, you always 
move the turtle of the color 

shown on the card you played. 
Rainbow turtles are jokers for 
each turtle color, you can move 
any turtle one step forward or 
backwards with such a card. You 
cannot play a card with a minus 
symbol for turtles still in starting 
position. When a turtle arrives at 
a case already occupied by one 
or several turtles, the arriving 
turtle is put on top of all others 
there. If you move a turtle in a 
stack, it carries along all turtles 
on top of it and leaves all turtles 
underneath behind. The first 
turtle to arrive at the finish, wins 
the game. If a stack reaches the 
finish, the turtle at the bottom 
wins.
A very pretty and very well-
working game that offers inter-
esting first glimpses into bluff 
and tactical possibilities, from 
playing cards in other colors 
than that of your own turtle, 
or from using the piggyback 
mechanism - how nice that the 
racing turtles are making anoth-
er appearance. þ

SCHILDKRÖTENRENNEN
RACE FOR THE SALAD

INFORMATION

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Rolf Arvi Vogt
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
5+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Racing
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de + 13 languages
In-game text: no

Comments: 
New edition, first edition 
Winning Moves 2004 * 
Simple rules * Practical 
format * Nice mechanisms

Compares to:
Tempo, kleine Schnecke; 
simple race games

Other editions:
In 13 languages with various publish-
ers

Animals eat their favorite food 
and therefore leave droppings; 
you should avoid stepping into 
them while trying to collect 
most food.
You are assigned an animal card 
and take the corresponding 
animal pawn and a set of path 
cards that you shuffle and stack 
face-down. Depending on the 
number of players, you hand 
one, two or no card to neigh-

bors to begin their scoring stack; 
you can only look at your scor-
ing stack at the end of the game. 
One card from each player plus 
the start cards are used to lay 
out a round path. 
The active player rolls one die 
and moves his animal along the 
path cards. If you are alone at 
the card you reached, you take 
the card, put it face-down un-
der your scoring stack and fill 

the gap from your stack. If there 
are other animals at the card, 
you join the queue at the end, 
the owner of the animal in front 
takes the card and fills the gap. 
Or you can disregard the die 
result, take another die to roll 
and again decide to move or to 
take another die, etc. You must 
accept the result of the 5th die 
and move. Should an additional 
roll result in a value already on 
the table, you must accept this 
value and move. When all stacks 
are used up, you win with the 
best total of cards in your scor-
ing stack. In variants, you dou-
ble the score of path cards of 
your only animal, both positive 
and negative ones. Or you do 
not hand on cards at the start 
or play another round when all 
stacks are used up, leaving out 
gaps when counting steps.
A nicely varied standard mecha-
nism - risk/stop; if you can add 
up taken cards in your head it 
will be easier to decide to take a 
lesser evil and stop before a very 
undesirable result is repeated in 
an additional roll. þ

SO EIN MIST
COLLECT FOOD, AVOID DROPPINGS

INFORMATION

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: Marek Bláha
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2019
www.abacusspiele.de

PLAYERS:
3-6

AGE:
6+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Risk/stop, collect
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Cute topic * Nice version of 
risk/stop * Summing up the 
scoring stack is helpful

Compares to:
Risk/stop games

Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATIONWHAT DO YOU MEME? / ZOO RUN

A game for the social media 
generation who of course 
knows what a meme is - but 
basically, we find something old 
and proven in a new wrapping - 
today you call it to meme, short 
and memorable, formerly we 
named it combining, interpret-
ing, commenting, whatever. 
The game features photo cards 
and text cards; each player 
is dealt seven text cards. The 

player with the most Instagram 
followers is the first judge and 
selects a photo card which is 
put on the small easel so that all 
players can see it properly. Each 
player now decides which of his 
seven text cards fits the photo 
card best or makes the  pithi-
est comment, or whatever. You 
hand the card to the judge, who 
shuffles them and then reads 
them, laying them out openly. 

Then the judge decides, which 
combination of photo and text 
he likes best. Whoever played 
the text card wins the round 
and receives the photo card 
for a point. If someone accrues 
20 points, you win with most 
points.
There are bonus rules for use 
with those basic rules: If you are 
dealt a freestyle card at the start 
of the game, all players discard 
their text cards and must come 
up with a text of their own, you 
can write it or simply name it; or 
you can swap a previously won 
photo card for seven new text 
cards. You can also use your own 
photos. Very callous or bawdy 
cards have been marked with 
18+, you can remove them be-
fore the start of the game or, if 
the group is so minded, can play 
only with this cards.
As often stated, established and 
well-used is usually good, and 
that’s the case here, too - the 
mechanism is old, the name is 
modern and the texts are, well, 
social media. þ

WHAT DO YOU MEME?
MEME INSTEAD OF COMBINING

INFORMATION

Designer: Ballas, Kaplan, Tebele
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

PLAYERS:
3+

AGE:
18+

TIME:
90+

EVALUATION
Communication, party
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es nl
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
New name for an old prin-
ciple * Familiar mechanism 
* Includes cards with 18+ 
marking * Very studious 
allusions to social media

Compares to:
All games with judging statements/
texts etc.

Other editions:
The Toy Company Argentina (es), 
Selfpublished (en), Megableu (nl)

Zoo Run offers two games - a 
cooperative one in which ani-
mals need to be freed from the 
Zoo, and a competitive one rac-
ing the animals.
For the cooperative game Bef-
reit die Tiere, intended for play-
ers of ages 4+, you prepare the 
board with path tiles, in relation 
to player numbers. You play 
rounds until all animals are freed 
or the zookeeper has reached 

the compound. In a round, you 
have three cards that you set 
down, side by side, to complete 
as many animals as possible. For 
each completed animal, you 
take one tile off the board, first 
on your cards and then into the 
box, this animal is freed. When 
all are done, the zookeeper 
moves one step. If he reaches 
the compound, the game is lost; 
when all animals are freed be-

fore that, the game is won by all.
For Das Rennen des Jahres, in-
tended for players ages 6+, you 
select your favorite animal, set 
out the board with the competi-
tive side up and put your animal 
on the start case. Each player 
receives four cards to put them 
together in a way that complete 
animals are formed. For each 
completed animal on your cards 
your animal on the board moves 
one step; if you completed your 
animal, it moves two steps and 
you take a crown token. Those 
tokens are used to decide a tie 
if several animals cross the finish 
in a round. Then you keep one 
card, discard three cards and 
draw three cards. If you are first 
to cross the finish line with your 
animal, you win.
A very rare mechanism in games 
for children and an excellent 
training for pattern recognition 
and pattern completion; there is 
even an element of tactic in the 
keeping of one card out of four. 
A very well-working game that 
is fun to play! þ

ZOO RUN
FREE ANIMALS OR RACE THEM

INFORMATION

Designer: Florian Sirieix
Artist: David Tosello
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Loki 2019
www.loki-kids.com

PLAYERS:
1-5

AGE:
4+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Complete, race
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Features two games * Very 
rare mechanism * Animals 
easy to distinguish

Compares to:
First game of its kind

Other editions:
Mancalamero (it)
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PRESENTATION A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMESGALLERY

Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
For families

With friends
For experts

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Tactic

Strategy
Creativity

Knowledge
Memory

Card game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Anniversary edition for an evergreen! Rules of the core game ap-
ply: You put down cards and want to collect the fewest possible 
oxen. You play a card and then put it, in ascending order of card 
values played, into the row out of four with the lowest difference 
to your card. If you put the 6th card into a row, you take the five 
cards there, depicted oxen on them are penalty points. New are 
28 special cards for use with the basic rules - 4 each of Stopp, 
Relocate, Intersect, Replace, minus = plus, 5th row and 7 nimmt! 
Before placing your card in a row, you can use one of your three 
special cards. After two rounds you win with fewest penalty 
points. Version: de * Rules: de pl ru * In-game text: no

6 NIMMT! 25 JAHRE

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Aim of the game: Be first to have no cards in hand and stack. 
Cards show the name of a color, written in another color. All 
cards are dealt evenly to players and stacked face down. All 
play simultaneously and put a card on the top card in the pile, 
as follows: On the word Blue, written in orange color, you can 
place cards with words in orange, cards with words in blue, color 
jokers, the word blue written in any color and the word orange 
in written in any color. If you cannot drop a card, you draw cards 
until you can. As an alternative, you can play in turns and not 
draw a card if you have more than three cards in hand.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: nein

Color Addict

 
Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Place and expand rail tracks to get rid of tiles. 117 city connec-
tion tiles show two German cities and the distance between 
them; you draw tiles for your holder and take a map of Germany 
for reference. Then you display tracks of minimum three connec-
tions, adjacent cities must correspond; e.g. Heidelberg-Würz-
burg, Würzburg-Nürnberg, Nürnberg-Regensburg. Connections 
can be rearranged as long as minimum number and adjacent 
correlation conditions are met. Regio tickets are jokers for con-
nections between identical color regions. You can ask a player 
for a city; if he has it and gives it to you, he does not draw a tile. If 
you are out of tiles, you win. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

DEUTSCHLAND RUMMY

Designers: Dorothee Freitag, Jens-Peter Schliemann
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Cooperative moves game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dog! A cult game of moves in the tradition of Ludo. You play 
in a team and try to get your own three pawns to the finish as 
quickly as possible. You move them with cards, the number of 
cards in a round varies. Partners in a team exchange one face-
down card per round. If you cannot move any pawn with your 
cards, you drop out for the round and your cards are forfeit. 
Pawns on occupied target spots are beat, but not pawns you 
overtake. But, if a pawn is overtaken by a 7, it is beaten as well. 
Card values must be used in full, if necessary by moving beyond 
the finish. Take-me-along edition in a tin
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

DOG MITBRINGSPIEL

 
Publisher: Schmidt

Snipping game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Kiwis want to go on holiday outside New Zealand. As they are 
unable to fly, they want to hide in Kiwi fruit boxes to reach other 
destinations. Each player has ten Kiwi chips and tries to snip 
them into one of the 16 cubicles on the board, with the help of 
his catapult. Kiwis already in a cubicle can thereby be covered by 
other Kiwis. Kiwis that missed the board can be snipped again. If 
you are first to arrange four of your Kiwis in a square anywhere 
on the board, you call “Flying Kiwis” and win instantly. If nobody 
manages that you count all kiwis in stacks where one of your 
own is on top and win with most Kiwis. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

FLYING KIWIS

Designers: Marco Teubner, Frank Bebenroth
Publisher: HUCH!

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Bees flutter from flower to flower to fill the hive with honey; 
when Bear Boris, gets hold of the honey, he wins! Flower cards 
around the hive are filled with honey drops. You roll the die, 
count the flowers in the roll and advance your bee accordingly. 
If there is honey on the flower you reached you take one drop 
and put it in the hive. An empty flower card is turned over; 
nothing happens when a green backside appears; if Bear Boris 
appears, he advances one step towards the hive. When the hive 
is full before Boris reaches the entry to the hive, players as bee 
win together. Series Ecogame 100 % recycled, rules available as 
download only. Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

HONEY YUMMY

 
Publisher: Jumbo Diset

Tile collecting and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 3+

Animals in Langland can stretch themselves - in this Lotto they 
can be three or four square tiles long. For each animal there is 
a three-square board and a four-square board. In turn, players 
reveal a tile - if someone finds the image on his boards, he takes 
the tile for his board. If nobody can use it, the tile is taken out of 
play. Whoever completes his two boards first, wins. In a variant, 
you put an unsuitable tile back into the display. 
Series: Tiere aus Langland / Erstes Spielen
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

LANGLAND LOTTO

Designer: Riehemann
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Crime dinner for 6-8 players, ages 16+

Invitation to a dinner with murder on the menu! The concept 
is well-known - one player is host and invites the other players, 
he gives out the roles and first information with the invitation; 
For the host, the package comes with a party planner including 
deco ideas, name cards and recipes; you can also download 
background audio material. Guests can, of course, dress up for 
the occasion. In this issue, Tom Dooley invites friends to grill 
party in the back yard and is murdered post-haste. Task for the 
guests: identify the murderer and prove his guilt!
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: no

MURDER MYSTERY PARTY MORD AM GRILL

Designer: Larry Zacher
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Feeling and groping game for 2-4 players, ages 3-6

Items corresponding to card images must be found. A card is 
turned up and all eight magic bags - holding one item each 
from a selection of ten - are touched only from the outside, you 
cannot look into the bag; if someone touched a bag, nobody 
can take until the bag is back on the table. If you open a bag, you 
interrupt the search - if you found the item, you get the card; if 
not, you cannot continue searching for the round. When all cards 
are taken, you win with most. New edition, first edition 2003
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

VERFÜHLT NOCH MAL!

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Haba
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Icon explanation

Solo Play Two Players Large Groups Recommended Minimum Age

GABIS explanation on page 5
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